November 6, 2018

Jeff Cox, Vice Provost and Associate Vice Chancellor, Faculty Affairs  
Emily CoBabe-Ammann, Director, Strategic Projects  
The University of Colorado Boulder  
Boulder, Colorado 80309

Dear Jeff and Emily,

Our thanks to you and the Academic Futures Committee for all of the hard work that you have put into this initiative during the previous year-and-a-half. The seriousness with which all of you undertook this task, the collaboration embodied in your outreach to campus, and the way that the unique skills of each committee member were brought to bear in shaping the report have, together, set the standard for how to effectively engage the campus.

This letter is to acknowledge receipt of the Academic Futures Committee report as the official work product of the committee. While it does not represent our agreement with all of the recommendations, specificities and conclusions of the report, we again would like to thank you, the committee and the campus community for engaging in this process.

As we discussed at our October 24 meeting, we would like this committee to remain convened during the planning and implementation phases of Academic Futures. Through those phases, it will be important for campus to be able to reflect proposed changes back to you and the committee to ensure we remain consistent with the aspirations from campus. We will announce the next steps and initial campus priorities next week.

Again, we appreciate your time, expertise, and the hard work that went into the development of this report. We believe that by realizing many of these campus visions, we will be creating a better University of Colorado Boulder experience for our students, faculty, staff and all of the university’s public stakeholders.

Thank you again,

Russell L. Moore, provost  
University of Colorado Boulder  
Kelly Fox, senior vice chancellor  
University of Colorado Boulder
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